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Abstract: The paper presents the defocus image segmentation based on local binary pattern (LBP) and 
Generalized Equalization Model.  Defocus blur image is undesirable, in focus regions and less 
enhancement. The proposed method proposes a better enhancement using Generalized Equalization 
Model and a sharpness image using algorithm to separate the in-focus and out-focus image regions. The 
LBP obtain the high-quality sharpness map which exploits the observation that there are more patches in 
defocus blur regions and fewer certain LBP in sharp regions. The experimental results show that the 
proposed method has high speed performance and sharpness metric measures the number of certain LBP 
patterns in the local neighborhood thus can be efficiently implemented by integral images 
Index Terms—Defocus; Blur; Segmentation; LBP; Equalization Model; Out-Of-Focus and Blurred; 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 Defocus is the phenomenon in which image is out 
of focus and it reduces the sharpness and contrast 
of image. Signal processing is a field in electrical 
engineering and in mathematics that deals with 
examine and processing of signals that is analog 
and digital signal and deals with operations like 
storing operation filtering operations on signals. 
These signals involve transmission, sound or voice, 
image signals. From these the field that deals with 
the type of signals in which the input is taken as 
image and the output is also an image is done is 
image processing. As it suggests, it works with the 
processing on images. Image processing in which 
images are to be analyzed and acted upon by 
peoples. 
Many blur detection techniques are based on edge 
sharpness in-formation [2, 4]. However, this edge 
sharpness based methods cannot distinguish either 
the blurred/non-blurred image regions or the type 
of image blurs. And Kovacs and Sziranyi’s method 
[5] extract the unblur region using blind 
deconvolution. Based on the observation that 
blurred images usually lack high frequency 
information, some techniques [1, 3] detect image 
blurs using low pass filtering, without applying the 
deconvolution. 
The purpose of segmentation of defocus blur is to 
separate blurred and non-blurred regions so that 
any aforementioned post- processing can be 
facilitated. Herein, this problem is explicitly 
addressed without quantifying the extent of 
blurriness and a new sharpness metric based on 
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and generalized 
equalization model is introduced. 
 
II. PROPOSED METHOD 
The proposed method first constructs a blur map 
image that encodes the blur degree of an image. 
The blur degree is calculated by the ratio between 
the all singular values and selected singular from a 
local image patch pixel. Such map estimation is 
based on the observation that the first selected most 
significant Eigen-images of a blurred image patch 
usually have higher singular values) than patch 
singular values with no blur regions. The block 
diagram of proposed method as shown in fig.1. 
The proposed method follows four main steps: they 
are multi-scale sharpness map generation, alpha 
matting initialization, alpha map computation, and 
multi-scale inference as shown in fig.1. 
2.1) sharpness map generation 
In the first step, sharpness maps are generated 
based on mLBP.  
 
 
Fig.1. block diagram of proposed method 
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Where  is the number of local 
rotation invariant uniform 8-bit LBP pattern of type 
i, and N is the total number of pixels in the selected 
local region which serves to normalize the metric 
so that mLBP ∈ [0, 1]. 
The sharpness metric is calculated for a local 
binary patch about each image pixel. Sharpness 
maps patches are constructed at three scales where 
each scale refers to local patch size. 
2.2) Alpha Matting Initialization 
Alpha feature is the process of decomposing an 
image into foreground (region) and background 
(non-region). The image formation model can be 
expressed as: 
I = αF + (1 −α) B 
where α lies between 0 and 1. In a selected image, 
most of the values of α are either 1 or 0. But in a 
blurred image, the foreground and background tend 
to mix together, most of the value of α lie at the 
boundary between foreground and background 
become pure decimal. 
The “foreground” as “sharp” and background as 
“blurred”, we initialized the alpha feature process 
automatically by applying a double mLBP to the 
sharpness and blurred maps calculated in the 
previous step to produce an initial map (mask (x, 
y)) of α for each pixel: 
 
2.3. Alpha map computation 
The minimize the cost function of alpha map 
computation is given by 
 
where α is the vectorizer α-map, α = mask (x, y) is 
one of the vectorizer initialization alpha maps from 
the previous step, and L is the matting Laplacian 
matrix. 
2.4. Multi-Scale Inference 
The total energy on the graphical model is 
expressed as: 
 
The output of the algorithm is h3 which is the 
inferred sharpness map at the largest scale. This is 
a grayscale image, where higher intensity indicates 
greater sharpness 
2.5. Extraction of blurred images 
In our proposed method, a blurred region is 
extracted based on the segmented technique. And a 
blur mask is built based on the local binary map 
threshold and then separate the blurred/non-blurred 
regions. To calculate the accuracy, we first 
manually extracted the blurred regions from 
selected images as ground truth. The blurred image 
regions extracted by local binary pattern is then 
evaluated based on their comparison with the 
background image regions. The accuracy 
measurement of our region extraction is defined as 
the ratio of the correctly segmented pixels and the 
total image pixels. 
2.6. Generalized Equalization Model 
The aims of establishing the generalized 
equalization model include: 1) giving a unified 
explanation to white balancing problem and 
contrast enhancement problem; 2) providing an 
explicit objective function for these two problems 
and proposing a joint algorithm for them; 3) 
controlling the performance of the algorithm by as 
few parameters as possible. 
 White balancing is a popular image enhancement 
method, with a critical step of color constancy. 
Being different from the learning based different 
methods, we focus on a low-level approach to color 
constancy and establish the relationship between 
color constancy and the histogram of image. 
III. MEASUREMENT METRICS 
3.1. Precision and recall 
Precision and recall calculated from segmentation 
of the final sharpness maps is given by 
 
where R is the segmented blurred region and Rg is 
the non- blurred region. 
3.2. F-measure 
For the segmentation with the threshold defined as: 
 
where, W, H are the width and height of the final 
sharpness map I. The weighted harmonic mean 
measure or F-measure of precision and recall was 
computed is given by 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
Fig: Sharpness Map 
 
Fig: Alpha Matting 
 
Fig: Parametric Graph 
 
Fig: Output 
 
Fig: F, Precision, Recall Values 
V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we proposed a method to detect 
blurred image regions and non-blurred regions. We 
construct a new blur metric: local binary pattern is 
to detect the blurred regions of a given image. We 
also analyze the alpha channel information and 
classify the blur type of the blurred image regions 
into defocus blur or motion blur, respectively. Our 
proposed method is high speed, simple and more 
effective. Experimenal results show that our 
method works fine for various kinds of digital 
media images. 
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